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Abstract— Primary care, the backbone of the nation’s health-
care system, is at the risk of collapse. Patients are dissatisfied
due to poor access to care, and physicians are unhappy and
burning out with an enormous amount of tasks. To improve
the primary care access, many healthcare organizations have
introduced electronic visits (or e-visits) to provide patient–
physician communications through securing messages. In this
paper, we introduce an analytical model to study e-visits in
primary care clinics. Analytical formulas to evaluate the mean
and variance of the patient length of visit in primary care clinics
with e-visits are derived. System properties are investigated.
In addition, comparisons of different scheduling policies between
the office and the e-visits are carried out. The first come
first serve, preemptive-resume, and non-preemptive policies are
studied and the results show that the first come first serve policy
typically leads to the best performance.

Note to Practitioners—The primary care delivery system is
under a lot of strain. Due to population growth and aging,
and the expanded healthcare insurance coverage, the demand
for primary care services has increased substantially in the past
years. Patients have difficulty of getting timely access to care,
while primary care physicians are facing insurmountable tasks.
Electronic visit, or e-visit, as an alternative to the traditional office
visit, provides an innovative way of patient–physician communi-
cation through securing messages. The successful implementation
of e-visit relies on a proper understanding of the impact of e-visit
on care access, and an appropriate design and scheduling of
workforce and operations. Therefore, the objective of this paper
is to develop an analytical model of the primary care delivery
with e-visits, using which one can investigate the impact of
e-visits on patient accessibility. In particular, the average value
and variance of patients’ length of visit for their encounters are
evaluated. Different policies for physicians to schedule office and
e-visit patients are compared. In addition, physicians’ nondirect
care activities, such as billings and documentations, are also
considered in the model.

Index Terms— E-visit, length of visit, monotonicity, patient
flow, primary care, scheduling policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRIMARY care, which is the backbone of the nation’s
healthcare system, is at a grave risk of collapse and facing
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a confluence of factors that could spell disaster [1], [2]. The
patients are dissatisfied and have difficulty of getting timely
access, while the physicians are unhappy with their jobs by
facing insurmountable tasks. More patients need access to
primary care but less medical students are choosing to enter
the field. Recent studies have shown that 62 million people in
the U.S. have no or inadequate access to primary care [3], but
only 13% of the final-year medical students are planning on
primary care careers [4]. The implementation of the Affordable
Care Act will likely exacerbate the overcrowding in primary
care clinics and the shortage of physicians [5]. Therefore,
improving the accessibility of primary care is of significant
importance.

The rapid development of information technology has
made the delivery of healthcare over a distance possible,
which introduces substantial opportunities. Many healthcare
organizations have introduced online electronic visit programs,
referred to as e-visit (or e-portal, e-service, and so on), to
provide the patient–physician communication through
securing messages [5]. Recent studies demonstrate that by
introducing e-visits, significant savings can be obtained with
improved access to care, and increased provider efficiency
and patient satisfaction [6]–[10].

To better understand and implement e-visits, a mathematical
model of primary care delivery through both the office and the
e-visits is aspired. It can provide the care delivery process a
fresh look from an integrated systems’ engineering perspec-
tive. However, few quantitative models on e-visits are available
in the current literature. How primary care physicians manage
their operations in response to the introduction of e-visits is
still an open question. Therefore, this paper is devoted to
developing an analytical tool to investigate e-visit’s impact on
physician’s practice, and identify the conditions that e-visits
can improve patient accessibility.

As shown in Fig. 1, the care delivery process is essentially
a service network and patients can get access to care through
different venues: Web service, which is usually for patients
to inquire some standard questions about simple diseases
through an online questionnaire program; e-visits, mainly for
the patients with low-acuity complaints and ongoing care of
chronic diseases to communicate with physicians; office visits,
traditional face-to-face encounters; urgent care, for after hour
visits or walk-in for a quick treatment, where scheduling is not
required; emergency department, for night and emergent visits.
After finishing the online programs, a patient may still seek
communication with his/her primary care physician through an
e-visit if the online evaluation is not sufficient or satisfactory.
In addition, the support staff will review the Web service
results and, if needed, forward those complex inquiries to
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Fig. 1. Patient flow in primary care.

the patient’s primary care physician for a follow-up e-visit.
Therefore, patients can transfer from Web service to e-visit.
Similarly, after e-visit, a patient might still need an office visit
according to his/her health status and the complication of the
disease. In the case of long queues or extended waiting time
for office visits, or during after hours, patients may seek care
services through other channels such as urgent care units, and
if not available, emergency departments for prompt treatment.

Although electronic communication is desirable, the method
to adopt it is still unsettled [11]. In particular, questions such
as how is the workflow in primary care clinics affected by the
use of e-visits and what is the impact of e-visits on resources to
deliver proper care arise naturally. To answer these questions,
the key is to evaluate the efficiency of primary care operations
with e-visits and to determine the optimal scheduling policy
coordinating office and e-visits. Unfortunately, the current
literature lacks effective methods to address these issues.
Computer simulation, as a prevailing tool to study healthcare
delivery, such as primary care delivery, is often case study-
based, and typically suffers from long model development
and simulation times. To the best of our knowledge, only one
analytical study exists, which analyzes primary care operations
with e-visits and the focus is on identifying the incentives
that drive the implementation of e-visits [12]. In addition, no
effective method is available to address the unavailability of
primary care providers due to other tasks on top of meeting
with patients. Therefore, developing a novel method to model
primary care delivery with e-visits, analyze its performance,
and design the optimal operating policy is critically aspired,
which is the goal of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II reviews the related literature. Section III intro-
duces the assumptions and formulates the problem. Perfor-
mance analysis formulas are provided in Section IV. Sys-
tem monotonic properties for the mean and variance of the
patient length of visit are discussed in Sections V and VI,
respectively. Section VII devotes to the investigation of the
scheduling policies coordinating office and e-visit services.
Finally, conclusions are presented and the avenues for future
research are highlighted in Section VIII. All the proofs are
sketched in the Appendix.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Redesigning primary care clinics to improve the operational
efficiency has been studied for decades. Most of the research
addresses issues such as teamwork [13], [14], electronic

health record and information systems [15], [16], medical
homes [17], [18], payment systems [19], [20], and advanced
access [21], [22]. For more details, see [23]–[25].

E-visit, as a novel alternative to the traditional office
visit, has aroused growing attention in recent years. Many
healthcare organizations, such as Henry Ford Health System,
Mayo Clinic, Kaiser Permanente Health Plan, and the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh Medical Center, have initiated e-visit
programs [5], [6]–[10]. Most e-visit studies focus on investi-
gating the effectiveness and patients/providers’ experience of
implementing e-visits. It is reported that the quality of care
and the patient outcomes using e-visits are equivalent to those
achieved with office visits [8], [9]. Implementing e-visits can
free up extra office appointments for the patients with urgent
and complicated issues, reduce urgent care and emergency
room visits and inpatient hospital admissions, improve care for
the senior population with chronic diseases, and substantially
reduce the cost of care [6]–[10]. Additional studies investigate
the issues such as billing and reimbursement, information
system structures, legal and regulatory issues, financial return,
and system implementation, and training [5]. As a quantita-
tive analysis of e-visits, a patient health dynamics model is
developed in [12] under the alternative primary care delivery
mode, which includes the usage of e-visits and nonphysician
providers. This paper quantifies the overall impact of adopting
e-visits on physician’s choices and expected earnings and
patients’ expected health outcomes. In a follow-up study based
on these results, it is argued that e-visits provide a gateway
for transforming traditional primary care delivery [26].

Discrete-event simulation has been used prevailingly to
study primary care delivery (see [25], [27]–[31]), and ques-
tions pivoting around appointment scheduling, patient arrival,
staffing allocation, and equipment maintenance in primary
care clinic settings have been explored extensively. Analytical
models, on the other hand, have less frequently been used
to study primary care operations. Reviews of such models can
be found in [30]–[33]. For instance, queuing models are intro-
duced to determine the bed capacity and evaluate the patient
cycle times in urgent care and maternity facilities in [34]
and [35], respectively. Markov chain models are used to study
the workflows in computed tomography test centers, gastroen-
terology clinics, and in-room care delivery systems [36]–[38].
A recursive procedure to address the limited availability of
care providers with an application in a mammography imaging
center is presented in [39]. The issues of outpatient appoint-
ment scheduling are studied in [40]–[42]. However, all these
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Fig. 2. Network model for primary care patient flow.

papers lack the specificity to address e-visit issues, and when
evaluating the providers’ productivity, the scenario that care
providers may not be available for clinical service due to other
duties is overlooked.

In spite of these efforts, no analytical study on patient flow
and operations management has been carried out for primary
care clinics with e-visits, and this paper intends to contribute
to this end.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

As the focus of this paper is on studying e-visit and its
impact on primary care physicians’ operations, only Web
services, e-visits, and office visits in a primary care delivery
system are considered (see Fig. 2). The majority of patients
in primary care clinics are associated with their dedicated
primary care physician. Therefore, we consider a model with
all the services linked with one physician. The following
assumptions address the patients, the services, and their
interactions.

1) The patients associated with the same primary care
physician access care services with the following
Poisson arrival rates: λws for Web services, λev for
e-visits, and λov for office visits.

2) The primary care physician’s service times for e-visits
and office visits are described by probability distribu-
tions with service rates μev and μov, coefficients of vari-
ation (CVs) cvev and cvov, as well as the third moments
(or skewness) E(S3

ev) and E(S3
ov), correspondingly.

3) After Web service, a patient has the probability βev
to seek an e-visit for further inquiries. After e-visit,
a patient may need to go for an office visit with the
probability βov.

4) The physician also deals with billings and documen-
tations intermediately between patient visits. When no
patient is waiting, he/she works on nondirect care related
tasks, and the duration of tasks follows a probability
distribution with the vacation rate μv , the CV μv , and
the third moment E(S3

v ). The physician will return to
serve patients only after finishing an ongoing activity.

5) The following scheduling policies for coordinating office
and e-visits are proposed: 1) non-preemptive, i.e., an
ongoing e-visit service will not be interrupted even if an

office visit patient arrives; 2) preemptive-resume, i.e., the
current e-visit service can be interrupted if an office visit
patient arrives, and the e-visit will resume afterward (in
both the policies, office visit has a higher priority); and
3) first come first serve, i.e., the service will be carried
out without priority but only based on who comes earlier.

In an appropriately defined state space, the system with
assumptions 1)–5) forms a stationary random process. Note
that a patient who finishes an e-visit still needs to go through
the regular scheduling process for a subsequent office visit.
Thus, from a physician’s point of view, the combined arrival
process can still be modeled as a stationary Poisson process.
To quantify the system performance, an extensively used
measure is the patient length of visit, which characterizes
the duration of an episode of clinic stay [43]. However, a
desired mean time performance alone cannot guarantee patient
satisfaction—a large variation implies that some patients still
wait for an extremely long time and even the mean waiting
time is moderate. Moreover, unexpected variations may also
impact the clinical outcome and patient safety [43]. Therefore,
evaluating the variability of the patient length of visit is also
important. Let Ti and Vari denote the mean and variance of
patient length of visit for the type i service, and i = ev, ov,
representing the e-visit and the office visit. In the framework
of 1)–5), Ti and Vari are the functions of all system parameters

Ti = fT ,i (L,M,B,CV), i = ev, ov (1)

Vari = fVar,i (L,M,B,CV,E), i = ev, ov (2)

where

L = [λws, λev, λov]
M = [μev, μov, μv ]
B = [βev, βov]

CV = [cvev, cvov, cvv ]
E = [

E
(
S3

ev

)
, E

(
S3

ov

)
, E(S3

v

)]
.

Remark 1: In addition to serving office and e-visit patients,
physicians work on other tasks not directly encountering
patients, such as documentation, paperwork, and dealing with
insurance and billings. As summarized in [44], these nondirect
care activities have become a significant part of physicians’
workload. Assumption 4) implies that the physician works
on these activities whenever no patients are waiting. When
a new patient arrives, he/she will go to serve that patient after
finishing the current activity.

The problem addressed in this paper is: under
assumptions 1)–5), develop a method to evaluate the
mean and variance of the patient length of visit, and
investigate system properties and the impact of different
scheduling policies between the office and the e-visits.

The solutions to this problem are presented
in Sections IV–VII.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Average Length of Visit

Consider the primary care physician’s operations described
in Section III. For e-visit patients, the arrival includes the
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patients directly seeking e-visits and those coming to e-visits
after Web services, which is characterized by the transition
probability βev. Thus, the effective arrival rate for e-visits is

λ′
ev = λev + βevλws. (3)

Similarly, the actual arrival rate for office visits also includes
the patients who directly request office visits and those seeking
face-to-face encounters after e-visits, which has the probability
βov. Thus

λ′
ov = λov + βovλ

′
ev. (4)

Remark 2: Note that, here, we assume the Web service
patients who require additional care will first seek e-visits then,
if needed, office visits. Clearly, there exists the possibility that
they may directly go for office visits. Then, (4) can be revised
as follows:

λ′
ov = λov + βovλ

′
ev + β ′

ovλws

where β ′
ov is the proportion of Web service patients who need

further services and directly go to office visits.
Since we focus on one physician and his/her patients, we

can model the physician’s activities as a single server working
on two types of patients: office and e-visits. The nondirect care
activities carried out by the physician when no patients are
waiting can be modeled as vacations with a random vacation
time. In addition, as the primary care physician offers both
office and e-visit services, it is quite common that he/she
may expect both the types of patients waiting to be served.
Then how he/she schedules the work is of interest. Here,
we consider three scheduling policies (assumption 5): non-
preemptive, preemptive-resume, and first come first serve.

To derive the patient length of visit under non-preemptive
and preemptive-resume policies, we first consider the case
without vacations to obtain the patient waiting time as a
function of the residual time serving each type of patients.
Then, to incorporate vacations, the residual time is modified
by accounting for vacation time when the server is idle.
In this way, the adjusted waiting time is obtained and the
patient length of visit can be calculated. In the case of the
first come first serve policy, a new probability distribution
can be constructed to model the physician’s services. Similar
approaches are applied to calculate the residual time and the
waiting time.

To simplify the derivation and expressions, we introduce the
following notations:

ρi = λ′
i

μi
, i = ev, ov (5)

ρ = ρev + ρov (6)

δi = 1 + cv2
i

2
, i = ev, ov, v (7)

τi = 1

μi
, i = ev, ov, v (8)

ωi = τiδi = E
(
S2

i

)

2E(Si )
, i = ev, ov, v (9)

where ρ and ρi ’s characterize the server utilization; and for
the type i service, δi indicates the variability, τi represents
the average time, and ωi is a function of both the mean and

the variability. In fact, ωi represents the ratio between the
second and first moments, multiplied by a factor of 0.5. In
the case of exponential distributions, ωi = τi , this variable
can be explicitly explained by the mean service/vacation
time.

Adopting these notations, as well as λ′
ev and λ′

ov introduced
in (3) and (4), Theorem 1 provides the formulas to evaluate
the average length of visit for office and e-visit patients with
random service and vacation times.

Theorem 1: Under assumptions 1)–5), patient average
lengths of visit for office and e-visit encounters can be
calculated as follows:

Tev =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
+ τev,

non-preemptive policy
ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
+ τev

1 − ρov
,

preemptive-resume policy
ρovωov + ρevωev

1 − ρ
+ ωv + τev,

first come first serve policy

(10)

Tov =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov
+ τov,

non-preemptive policy
ρovωov + (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov
+ τov,

preemptive-resume policy
ρovωov + ρevωev

1 − ρ
+ ωv + τov,

first come first serve policy.

(11)

Proof: See the Appendix.
When the service times and vacation time are exponentially

distributed, all the values of cvi ’s will be equal to 1. The
expressions for office and e-visits’ average lengths of visit
can be simplified.

Corollary 1: Under assumptions 1)–5), with exponential
service and vacation time distributions, patients’ average
lengths of visit for office and e-visit encounters can be
calculated as

T exp
ev =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρovτov + [1 − ρov(2 − ρ)]τev + (1 − ρ)τv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
,

non-preemptive policy
ρovτov + (1 − ρov)τev + (1 − ρ)τv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
,

preemptive-resume policy
ρovτov + (1 − ρov)τev

1 − ρ
+ τv ,

first come first serve policy

(12)

T exp
ov =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

τov + ρevτev + (1 − ρ)τv

1 − ρov
,

non-preemptive policy
τov + (1 − ρ)τv

1 − ρov
,

preemptive-resume policy
(1 − ρev)τov + ρevτev

1 − ρ
+ τv ,

first come first serve policy.

(13)
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Proof: By plugging in ωi = (1/μi ) = τi , i = ev, ov, v,
(12) and (13) are obtained after several steps of algebraic
operations.

B. Variance of Length of Visit

In this section, the variances of office and e-visit patients’
lengths of visit under the three scheduling policies introduced
in assumption 5) are evaluated.

Theorem 2: Under assumptions 1)–5), the variances of
patient length of visit can be calculated as follows:

• Non-preemptive Policy

Varov = 2δov − 1

μ2
ov

+ ρ2
ovω

2
ov − [(1 − ρ)ωv + ρevωev]2

(1 − ρov)2

+ (1 − ρ)E
(
S3
v

)
μv + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)
(14)

Varev = 2δev − 1

μ2
ev

+ (1 − ρ)ωv + ρovωov + ρevωev

(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

·
(

2ρovωov

1 − ρov
+ ρovωov + ρevωev

1 − ρ
− ωv

)

+ (1 − ρ)E
(
S3
v

)
μv + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
.

(15)

• Preemptive-Resume Policy

Varov = 2δov − 1

μ2
ov

+ ρ2
ovω

2
ov − (1 − ρ)2ω2

v

(1 − ρov)2

+ (1 − ρ)E
(
S3
v

)
μv + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

)

3(1 − ρov)
(16)

Varev = 2δev−1

μ2
ev(1 − ρov)2 + (1 − ρ)ωv + ρovωov+ρevωev

(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

·
(

2ρovωov

1 − ρov
+ ρovωov + ρevωev

1−ρ
− ωv

)

+ (1−ρ)E
(
S3
v

)
μv + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
.

(17)

• First Come First Serve Policy

Var j = 2δ j − 1

μ2
j

+ (ρovωov + ρevωev)
2

(1 − ρ)2 − ω2
v

+ μv

3
E

(
S3
v

)

+ λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρ)
, j = ev, ov. (18)

Proof: See the Appendix.
As one can see, in addition to the mean and CV of service

and vacation times, the third moments play a role in determin-
ing the variation of the system cycle time. When exponential
service and vacation time distributions are assumed, all the
CVs are equal to 1 and the expressions for the third moments
can be explicitly expressed by parameter μ j ’s.

Corollary 2: Under assumptions 1)–5), the variances of
patient length of visit under exponential service and vacation
time distributions can be calculated as follows:

• Non-preemptive Policy

Varexp
ov

= 1

μ2
ov

− ρ2
ev

(1 − ρov)2μ2
ev

+ ρ2
ov

(1 − ρov)2μ2
ov

+ (1 − ρ)(1 + ρev − ρov)

(1 − ρov)2μ2
v

+ 2ρov

(1 − ρov)μ2
ov

+ 2ρev

(1 − ρov)μ2
ev

− 2ρev(1 − ρ)

(1 − ρov)2μevμv
(19)

Varexp
ev

= 1

μ2
v (1 − ρov)2 + ρ2

ev

μ2
ev(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)2

+ 2ρev

μ2
ev(1 − ρ)(1 − ρov)2 + ρ2

ov(3 − 2ρ − ρov)

μ2
ov(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)3

+ 2ρov

μvμov(1 − ρov)3 + 2ρov

μ2
ov(1 − ρ)(1 − ρov)2

+ 2ρovρev(2 − ρov − ρ)

μovμev(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)3 + 1

μ2
ev

. (20)

• Preemptive-Resume Policy

Varexp
ov

= ρ2
ov

μ2
ov(1 − ρov)2 + (1 − ρ)(1 + ρev − ρov)

μ2
v (1 − ρov)2

+ 2ρov

μ2
ov(1 − ρov)

+ 1

μ2
ov

(21)

Varexp
ev

= 1

μ2
v (1 − ρov)2 + ρ2

ev

μ2
ev(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)2

+ 2ρev

μ2
ev(1 − ρ)(1 − ρov)2 + ρ2

ov(3 − 2ρ − ρov)

μ2
ov(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)3

+ 2ρov

μvμov(1 − ρov)3 + 2ρov

μ2
ov(1 − ρ)(1 − ρov)2

+ 2ρovρev(2 − ρov−ρ)

μovμev(1−ρ)2(1 − ρov)3 + 1

(1−ρov)2μ2
ev

. (22)

• First Come First Serve Policy

Varexp
j = 1

μ2
j

+ 1

μ2
v

+
2
(

ρov
μ2

ov
+ ρev

μ2
ev

)

(1 − ρ)
+

(
ρov
μov

+ ρev
μev

)2

(1 − ρ)2

j = ov, ev. (23)

Proof: By plugging in δi = 1, ωi = (1/μi ), and E(S3
i ) =

(6/μ3
i ), i = ev, ov, v, (19)–(23) can be obtained after several

steps of algebraic operations.
Building upon these system performance evaluation for-

mulas, system properties like monotonicity can be studied.
Then, questions such as how do system parameters impact
performance measures and what are the directions to improve
system performance can be answered. In Sections V and VI,
the properties of the mean and variance of lengths of visit are
discussed, and different scheduling policies are compared.
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V. PROPERTY OF AVERAGE LENGTH OF VISIT

In this section, we investigate the impact of routing prob-
abilities on e-visit and office visit patients’ average lengths
of visit. Since βev and βov are the probabilities that patients
continue to seek e-visits and office visits after Web services
and e-visits, the monotonicity of Ti , i = ev, ov with respect
to βev and βov could provide insights on how e-visits impact
patient access to primary care.

A. Monotonicity of Tov With Respect to βov

Proposition 1: Under assumptions 1)–5), Tov is monotoni-
cally increasing with respect to βov, i.e., (∂Tov/∂βov) > 0, if
and only if

⎧
⎨

⎩

ωov > (ωv − ωev)ρev, non-preemptive policy
ωov > ωvρev, preemptive-resume policy
without condition, first come first serve policy.

Proof: See the Appendix.
Intuitively, if the routing probability of seeking office visits

after e-visits, βov, is increasing, the physician’s workload with
office visit patients is increasing. Under the non-preemptive
policy, when ωov > (ωv − ωev)ρev, the office visit patient’s
length of visit will increase with respect to βov and will
be nonincreasing vice versa. Such a condition suggests that,
roughly, the moment ratio of the office service is larger than
that of the difference between vacation and e-visit.

In practice, this type of condition typically holds, since
both the e-visit and the vacation have lower priorities than
the office visit and usually take a shorter time compared with
the office visit. The difference will be even smaller considering
the discount factor ρev < 1. In particular, when service and
vacation times are exponentially distributed, this condition is
simplified to τov > (τv − τev)ρev, which again holds most of
the time.

Under the preemptive-resume policy, the condition becomes
more strict, where ωov > ωvρev (in the exponential case, τov >
τvρev) is required. The reason is that under the preemptive-
resume policy, the physician will stop working on e-visit
patients and immediately serve an incoming office visit patient.
Then, the service time and the variability of e-visits will not
play a significant role in the waiting time of office visit patients
compared with the non-preemptive case, where the physician
has to finish any ongoing e-visit service before moving to
office visit patients. However, since vacations usually take a
shorter time and ρev < 1, this condition is typically satisfied,
so that the monotone increasing property holds.

An illustration of such monotonicity property in exponential
scenarios is shown in Fig. 3, in which the parameters are
selected as follows:

βov ∈ [0, 0.5), βev = 0.5 (24)

Case A: τv = 30τev = 10τov (25)

Case B: τv = τev = τov

3
. (26)

The reason to include the seldom occurring Case A is to
show the decreasing monotonicity. As one can see, when
office visits take a longer time, which meets the requirement

Fig. 3. Monotonicity of Tov with respect to βov.

in Proposition 1, Tov is increasing with respect to βov (Case
B). However, if vacation (or nondirect care) takes an extremely
long time than office and e-visits, Tov could decrease with
respect to βov (Case A). In a sense, waiting for short office
visits is better than for long vacations.

When the first come first serve policy is applied, the office
visit patient’s length of visit is monotonically increasing with
respect to βov without any condition. In this case, both the
office and the e-visits are treated with equal priority. Increasing
physician’s workload [ρov and ρ in (11) and (13)] will lead to
a longer patient length of visit.

Therefore, in most of the practical cases, if more patients
need to seek additional office visits after e-visits, the accessi-
bility to office visits can be further impaired. Thus, the method
to implement e-visits to limit this routing probability is of
importance, and will be part of future work.

B. Monotonicity of Tov With Respect to βev

Proposition 2: Under assumptions 1)–5), Tov is monotoni-
cally increasing with respect to βev, i.e., (∂Tov/∂βev) > 0, if
and only if⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

βovμevωov > (μov − λov)(ωv − ωev),
non-preemptive policy

βovμevωov > (μov − λov)ωv ,
preemptive-resume policy

without condition, first come first serve policy.
Proof: See the Appendix.

Again, the increasing monotonicity exists without any
condition under the first come first serve policy. For non-
preemptive and preemptive-resume policies, the necessary and
sufficient conditions become more complex.

When βev is increasing, i.e., more patients continue to seek
e-visits after Web services, which leads to an increase in
the number of patients to further come to the office visit
(as βov > 0 and is kept constant). Since βev mainly affects the
arrival of e-visits, only when βov is large enough, the increase
of follow-up office visits can exert a significant effect (which
explains the conditions with the factor βov on the left-hand
side of the inequalities in Proposition 2, required for both the
policies).

For the non-preemptive policy, if the physician spends
more time, which also has a higher variability on office and
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Fig. 4. Monotonicity of Tov with respect to βev.

e-visits than vacations, a longer length of visit can be observed
(which explains the condition regarding the ωov and ωv − ωev
factors in Proposition 2 for the non-preemptive policy). For the
preemptive-resume policy, additional e-visit patients will not
significantly impact office visits, since the physician will stop
working on any e-visit and immediately work on the coming
office visit patient. Thus, the condition in Proposition 2 for the
preemptive-resume policy becomes stricter, where the ωv −ωev
term changes to ωv .

Note that these conditions are necessary and sufficient,
which indicates that if these conditions are not met, Tov will
be monotone nonincreasing with respect to βev. Fig. 4 shows
such properties in exponential cases. System parameters are
selected as in (25) and (26), but (24) is replaced by (27) to
represent the scenario that the Web service has a higher referral
ratio than e-visits

βev ∈ [0, 0.95), βov = 0.1. (27)

As exhibited in Fig. 4, when the vacation time is much longer,
waiting for more office visits could be even beneficial, so that
the decreasing monotonicity can be observed.

C. Monotonicity of Tev

Unlike Tov, the monotonicity of Tev is consistent for the
non-preemptive, preemptive-resume, and first come first serve
policies.

Proposition 3: Under assumptions 1)–5), Tev is monotoni-
cally increasing with respect to βev and βov, i.e., (∂Tev/∂βi ) >
0, i = ov, ev.

Proof: See the Appendix.
Proposition 3 articulates that the length of visit of e-visit

patients is always monotonically increasing with respect to
βev and βov, no matter which policy is implemented. Larger
βov and βev increase the effective arrivals, resulting in more
patients waiting in line. In close, under all the policies, a newly
arrived e-visit patient needs to wait until all the types of
patients in line are finished. Thus, the increase of average
length of visit can be foreseen.

D. Discussion

The scheduling policies introduced in this paper can be cate-
gorized into two groups, based on whether the arriving patients

are with or without priority. For the first come first policy,
patient types are not differentiated, and increasing either βov
or βev increases the total patient arrival, so does the server
intensity ρov, ρev, and ρ. In addition, the effect of vacation
on patient length of visit is independent of server intensity,
which is elucidated in (10) and (11) (where the terms related
to ωv or τv are independent of ρev, ρov, and ρ). Therefore,
it is straightforward that the increasing monotonicity holds
for the lengths of visit of both the office and e-visit patients
unconditionally.

For the policies with priorities, the results differ for the
office and e-visit patients. As the e-visit patients have a lower
priority, their waiting incorporates the waiting for all the
patients in line and the waiting for the physician to return
from a vacation. Larger βev or βov increases the overall patient
arrival, and thus the overall number of patients waiting in
line. Therefore, the monotonicity of their length of visit holds
naturally without conditions.

On the other hand, office visit patients are mainly waiting
for other office visit patients in line and the physician returning
from a vacation. There exists a tradeoff between waiting for
more office and e-visits due to the increase of βov or βev and
waiting for potentially fewer vacations. Therefore, conditions
are required to ensure the monotone increasing of the length
of visit for office visits. In extreme cases, if vacations are
very long or suffer large variations (ωv � ωev or ωv � ωov),
then having more office and e-visit arrivals could be beneficial
(i.e., Tov is monotonically decreasing with respect to βov
and βev). Moreover, for Tov to be monotonically increasing
with βev, as βev mainly affects e-visits and its impact on
office visit is through βov, additional conditions on βov are
required.

The conditions for the preemptive-resume policy are always
stricter than that for the non-preemptive policy. In the former
case, physicians will stop the ongoing e-visit, and thus, only
significant changes in e-visits will impose effects on office
visits, while in the latter case, physicians will finish the current
e-visit service, and any change in e-visits may immediately
impact office visits.

In summary, in practical cases, office visits have a higher
demand and take a longer time, and then both Tov and Tev are
monotonically increasing with respect to βov and βev.

VI. PROPERTY OF VARIANCE OF LENGTH OF VISIT

A. Monotonicity of V arov

First, we investigate the monotonicity of variance of length
of visit Varov with respect to βov. The increasing monotonicity
holds under a sufficient but not necessary condition.

Proposition 4: Under assumptions 1)–5), Varov is monoton-
ically increasing with respect to βov, i.e., (∂Varov/∂βov) > 0,
if ⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ωov ≥ ρev|ωv − ωev| and

μov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

) ≥ ρevμv E
(
S3
v

)
,

non-preemptive policy

ωov ≥ ρevωv and μov E
(
S3

ov

) ≥ ρevμv E
(
S3
v

)
,

preemptive-resume policy

without condition, first come first serve policy.
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Proof: See the Appendix.
The sufficient conditions for the variance of length of visit

are much more complex compared with that of the average
length of visit, since the third moments are involved. These
conditions indicate that when the office visit has a longer
service time and a larger variance, and the vacation (i.e.,
nondirect care activity) has a smaller moment ratio, then more
patients seeking office visits after e-visits will lead to a larger
variability in the patient flow. Similar to the Tov case, the
sufficient conditions under the preemptive-resume policy are
stricter than those under the non-preemptive policy. Under the
first come first serve policy, fortunately, the monotonicity is
straightforward that the variance of length of visit for office
visit patients is always increasing when more patients shift to
office visits.

It can be noticed that the characteristic of vacation plays an
important role in determining the monotonicity of the system
performance indices—as long as all the three distribution
moments of vacation are small enough, the monotonicity
holds. One other observation is that the length of visit vari-
ation is affected by multiple factors comprising the first,
second, and third distribution moments. Therefore, the effect
of each factor on determining the holistic system performance
weakens. Inference can be drawn that the increase of the
referral ratio escalates the variation of the system, but not
in a strong manner as it impacts the mean time performance.
Similar properties are witnessed for the variance with respect
to βev.

These sufficient conditions are less complicated under expo-
nential assumptions.

Corollary 3: Under assumptions 1)–5), with exponential
service and vacation time distributions, (∂Varexp

ov /∂βov) > 0,
if

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

τov ≥ ρev|τv − τev| and

τ 2
ov ≥ ρev

(
τ 2
v − τ 2

ev

)

non-preemptive policy

τ 2
ov ≥ ρevτ

2
v ,

preemptive-resume policy.

Proof: By plugging in δi = 1, ωi = (1/μi ), and
E(S3

i ) = (6/μ3
i ), i = ev, ov, v, and eliminating the redundant

conditions, the expressions above are obtained.
Conditions described above are typically met, since the

office visit usually takes a longer time than e-visits and
vacations, and ρev < 1. Illustrations are shown in Fig. 5,
where the same parameter settings (24)–(26) matching the
conditions in Corollary 3 are used. When office visits take
a longer time, Varov increasing with βov is observed (Case B).
However, when the vacation is abnormally long, the decreasing
phenomenon can be observed (Case A).

Next we study the monotonicity of Varov with respect to
βev. Similar to Tov’s case, the sufficient conditions become
stricter under non-preemptive and preemptive-resume policies,
but no condition is demanded under the first come first
policy.

Proposition 5: Under assumptions 1)–5), Varov is monoton-
ically increasing with respect to βev, i.e., (∂Varov/∂βev) > 0

Fig. 5. Monotonicity of Varov with respect to βov.

if ⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

βovμevωov > (μov − λov)|ωev − ωv |
and μev E

(
S3

ev

) ≥ μv E
(
S3
v

)
,

non-preemptive policy
βovμevωov > (μov − λov)ωv

and βovμovμev E
(
S3

ov

) ≥ (μov − λov)μv E
(
S3
v

)
,

preemptive-resume policy
without condition, first come first serve policy.

Proof: See the Appendix.
The sufficient conditions in Proposition 5 contain the nec-

essary and sufficient conditions presented in Proposition 2.
In addition to that, conditions regarding the third moments
are required. Likewise, the conditions are more rigid for the
preemptive-resume policy compared with the non-preemptive
policy. The increasing monotonicity always holds for the first
come first serve policy.

In exponential cases, conditions are simplified. Fig. 6 shows
the trend of variance changing with the referral ratio βev under
exponential settings.

Corollary 4: Under assumptions 1)–5), with exponential
service and vacation time distributions, (∂Varexp

ov /∂βev) > 0
if

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

βovμevτov > (μov − λov)|τev − τv |
and τev ≥ τv

non-preemptive policy
βovμevτov > (μov − λov)τv

and βovμevτ
2
ov ≥ (μov − λov)τ

2
v ,

preemptive-resume policy.

Proof: By plugging in δi = 1, ωi = (1/μi ), and
E(S3

i ) = (6/μ3
i ), i = ev, ov, v, the expressions above can be

obtained.

B. Monotonicity of V arev

First, we consider non-preemptive and preemptive-resume
policies. The monotonicity conditions for Varev to increase
with respect to βov and βev become much more complicated.
Thus, only the sufficient conditions are pursued. Under both
the policies, the same sufficient condition for Varev to be
monotonically increasing with respect to βov and βev has been
derived.
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Fig. 6. Monotonicity of Varov with respect to βev.

Proposition 6: Under assumptions 1)–5), with non-
preemptive and preemptive-resume policies, if ωov ≥ (ωv/2),
then (∂Varev/∂βi ) > 0, i = ev, ov, i.e., Varev is monotonically
increasing with respect to βov and βev.

Proof: See the Appendix.
Since office visits normally take a longer time and have a

larger variability compared with vacations, ωov ≥ ωv
2 usually

holds and the sufficient condition is satisfied. For the first come
first serve policy, monotonic properties with respect to both
βov and βev hold unconditionally.

Proposition 7: Under assumptions 1)–5), with the first
come first serve policy, Varev is monotonically increasing with
respect to βov and βev, that is

∂Varev

∂βov
> 0,

∂Varev

∂βev
> 0.

Proof: See the Appendix.

C. Discussion

For the first come first serve policy, similar to the property
of the average length of visit, the terms (the first, second,
and third moments) related to vacations are independent of
the patient arrival [see (18)]. Thus, vacations would not affect
the system monotonicity property regarding arrival, which is
the only term that links to routing probabilities. For the non-
preemptive and preemptive-resume policies, the sign of the
term ωv is negative, and the monotonicity of the coefficient
of ωv with respect to βov or βev is not clear [see (14)–(17)].
Therefore, the property of vacation plays an important role
in determining the monotonicity of variation for office
and e-visits.

In summary, the monotone increasing property of variance
requires a short vacation time, less vacation variations, and
a small third distribution moment of vacation. In most prac-
tical cases, the variances Varov and Varev are monotonically
increasing with respect to βov and βev, as long as office visits
need a longer time and have high variability.

VII. COMPARISON OF SCHEDULING POLICIES

A. Average Length of Visit

To improve physicians’ operations and design an efficient
daily workflow, this section is dedicated to identifying the

optimal scheduling policy and its conditions. By considering
all the patients who need physicians’ services, the overall
patient average length of visit can be obtained, which is a
weighted average length of visit of both the office and e-visit
patients

T = pevTev + povTov (28)

pi = λ′
i

λ′
ev + λ′

ov
, i = ev, ov. (29)

Comparing the three scheduling policies, we have
Proposition 8.

Proposition 8: Under assumptions 1)–5), assume
μov < μev, then

TNon-Preemp > TFCFS

and in addition, if cvev < 1

TPreemp > TNon-Preemp

where TPreemp, TNon-Preemp, and TFCFS are the weighted average
lengths of visit under the preemptive-resume, non-preemptive,
and first come first serve policies, respectively.

Proof: See the Appendix.
The second inequality in Proposition 8 indicates that it is

always preferable to finish the current e-visit without inter-
rupting the ongoing work, and then start working on office
visit patients. The rationale behind this is that the preemptive-
resume policy implies that the physician needs to restart the
interrupted e-visit after finishing the office visits, which creates
more variations for e-visits that can lead to a longer length of
visit. In practice, office visits usually take a longer service
time than e-visits (μov < μev), and along with the second
inequality, it is justified that the first come first serve policy
leads to the highest system productivity, i.e., the shortest
average length of visit.

B. Variance of Length of Visit

The above analysis manifests that the non-preemptive policy
is superior to the preemptive-resume policy in terms of mean
time performance. To compare the variances of length of
visit under different scheduling policies, define the weighted
variance of length of visit of both the office and e-visit patients
as

Var = pevVarev + povVarov. (30)

Then, the following necessary and sufficient condition is
obtained.

Proposition 9: Under assumptions 1)–5), if and only if

E(S3
ev) <

1

(1 − ρov)μovμ2
ev

(
3ρov − 6 + μev

[
12 − 6ρov

+ 6(1 − ρ)μovωv

]
ωev + 3λ′

evμovω
2
ev

)

then
VarNon-Preemp < VarPreemp

where VarPreemp and VarNon-Preemp are the variances of length
of visit under the preemptive-resume and non-preemptive
policies, respectively.

Proof: See the Appendix.
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As one can see, if the third moment E(S3
ev) is small enough,

then VarNon-Preemp is smaller than VarPreemp. Numerical exper-
iments have demonstrated that such a condition is typically
met, so that the non-preemptive policy’s superiority holds.
In particular, when the assumption of the exponentially distrib-
uted service and vacation time is introduced, this conclusion
is always valid.

Corollary 5: Under assumptions 1)–5), with the expo-
nential service and vacation time distributions, assume
μov < μev, and then

Varexp
Non-Preemp < Varexp

Preemp.

Proof: See the Appendix.
The comparison of variances of length of visit between the

first come first serve and non-preemptive policies is intricate,
even in the exponential case. Although a comparison formula
can be derived (see the proof of Proposition 9), no simple
relationship has been identified. Based on extensive numerical
studies, it is observed that the first come first serve policy
yields a smaller variance compared with the non-preemptive
policy when all the parameters are chosen within the typi-
cally range in practice. In particular, under the exponential
assumption of service and vacation time distributions, select
(λ′

ov/λ
′
ev) ∈ (1, 11) and (μov/μev) ∈ (0.1, 1). In addition,

let ρov + ρev < 1. A total of 10 000 examples are randomly
generated to evaluate the variance. Without a single exception,
in all the experiments carried out, it is always the case that

Varexp
FCFS ≤ Varexp

Non-Preemp.

Therefore, we recommend the first come first serve policy,
which generally leads to a smaller mean and variance of
patient length of visit.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an analytical model of primary care delivery
with e-visits is developed. Formulas to evaluate the mean and
variance of lengths of visit for both the office and e-visit
patients are derived. Three scheduling policies coordinating
the office and the e-visits are compared and the impact of
e-visits on primary care delivery is investigated. The model
provides a quantitative tool for primary care physicians and
clinic managers to apprehend e-visits and design effective care
delivery policies. Future work can be directed to the following
avenues.

• The current model assumes the Poisson arrivals that may
be too strict. Thus, extending the model to general arrivals
is essential. Moreover, incorporating the waiting time
for office visit appointments and patients’ availability or
preference, and investigating their impacts are desirable.

• In addition to the three scheduling policies discussed
in this paper, other policies, such as blocking (i.e.,
assign a block time to process e-visits) or alternative
(i.e., switching between office and e-visits) are optional.
Evaluating and comparing other scheduling policies are
also of interest.

• There are many activities conducted during an office visit.
In order to understand the impact of e-visits on all the

involved activities, detailed care delivery processes within
office visits need to be considered.

• In addition, primary care service is usually carried out by
a team including physicians, medical assistants, nurses,
and so on. Investigating staffing policies in primary care
delivery with e-visits is important.

• To improve access, coordination and control of patient
flow plays a significant role. Thus, a sensitivity study of
arrival rates (λ’s) is critical to design the effective control
policy to facilitate patient access to care.

• To achieve effective Web services, investigating the
scheduling regime and workload of triage nurses who
manage the online program is of importance.

• Finally, the results need to be applied on the clinic floor.

APPENDIX

PROOFS

Due to space limitation, we omit the majority of algebraic
operations and only provide the sketch of proofs.

A. Proof of Theorem 1

To model physician’s office and e-visit services, consider an
M/G/1 queue with vacations. Define Nk as the total number
of patients in the system after the departure of a patient k,
and define Mk as the number of new patients arrived during
the service time of the patient k, and then the discrete time
process Nk constitutes a Markov chain

Nk+1 =
{

Nk − 1 + Mk+1, Nk > 0
Mk+1, Nk = 0.

Denote

N̂k =
{

Nk − 1, Nk > 0
Nk , Nk = 0.

Then

Nk+1 = N̂k + Mk+1.

Since M and N̂ are independent, the probability generating
functions (PGFs) satisfy

GN (z) = GN̂ (z) · GM (z).

To determine GN̂ (z) and GM (z), we have

GN̂ (z) = E[z N̂ ] = P{N̂ = 0} +
∞∑

i=1

zi P{N̂ = i}

= P{N = 0}
(

1 − 1

z

)
+ 1

z

∞∑

i=0

zi P{N = i}

= GN (z) − (1 − ρ)(1 − z)

z
where ρ = λE[S], λ is the arrival rate, and E[S] is the
expectation of service time S. According to the
Pollaczek–Khinchin transform equation [45, Sec. 5.8],

GM (z) = S∗((1 − z)λ)

where S∗(s) represents the Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST)
of S. Then

GN (z) = (1 − ρ)(1 − z)S∗((1 − z)λ)

S∗((1 − z)λ) − z
.
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Similarly, denote T ∗(s) as the LST of the patient cycle time T ,
and then [45, Sec. 5.8]

GN (z) = T ∗((1 − z)λ)

T ∗(s) = (1 − ρ)sS∗(s)
s − λ + λS∗(s)

.

Since the waiting time W and the service time S are indepen-
dent and T = W + S, it is natural that T ∗(s) = W∗(s)S∗(s),
which implies that

W∗(s) = (1 − ρ)s

s − λ + λS∗(s)
.

Taking the first and second derivatives of W∗(s) at s = 0
and applying L’Hôspital’s rule, the mean waiting time E(W ),
the second moment E(W 2), and the variance of waiting time
V ar(W ) = E(W 2) − E2(W ) can be calculated.

If server vacation is considered, denote the vacation time
as V with mean E(V ) and LST V ∗(s), and the PGF of N is
modified as

GN (z) = (1 − ρ)(1 − V ∗((1 − z)λ))S∗((1 − z)λ)

λE(V )(S∗((1 − z)λ) − z)
= T ∗((1 − z)λ).

Through similar derivation, we have

W∗(s) = 1 − V ∗(s)
s E(V )

· (1 − ρ)s

s − λ + λS∗(s)
.

Then, the first and second moments of the waiting time are
given by

E(W ) = λE(S2)

2(1 − ρ)
+ E(V 2)

2E(V )

E(W 2) = λE(S3)

3(1 − ρ)
+ λ2 E(S2)2

2(1 − ρ)2

+ λE(S2)E(V 2)

2(1 − ρ)E(V )
+ E(V 3)

3E(V )
.

In the case of the first come first serve policy, let the total
arrival rate be λ = λ′

ov + λ′
ev, and define

pi = λ′
i/λ, i = ev, ov.

Then, the first to the third moments of the service time S can
be evaluated as

E(S) =
∑

i=ev,ov

pi
1

μi
=

(
λ′

ov

μov
+ λ′

ev

μev

)
1

λ
= ρ

λ

E(S2) =
∑

i=ev,ov

pi E
(
S2

i

) = 2

λ

(
λ′

ovδov

μ2
ov

+ λ′
evδev

μ2
ev

)

= 2

λ
(ρovωov + ρevωev)

E(S3) =
∑

i=ev,ov

pi E
(
S3

i

) = λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

λ
.

Consequently, the waiting time can be calculated as

E(W ) = (ρovωov + ρevωev)
1

(1 − ρ)
+ ωv

and the variance of waiting

Var(W ) = E(W 2) − E2(W )

= (ρovωov + ρevωev)
2

(1 − ρ)2 − ω2
v

+ (1 − ρ)μv E(V 3) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρ)
.

Finally, the average time each type of patients spend in the
system and the associated variance are obtained

Ti = E(W ) + E(Si )

Vari = Var(W ) + Var(Si ), i = ev, ov.

Next, consider the M/G/1 queue with priorities. The formu-
lations can be derived similarly but with more complexity. The
detailed derivation can be referred to [46, Ch. 3.3 and 3.4].
For the non-preemptive policy

E(Wov) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

2(1 − ρov)

E(Wev) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

2(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

E(W 2
ov) = λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

)
(1 − ρ) E(V 2)

E(V )

2(1 − ρov)2

+ λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

)(
λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

))

2(1 − ρov)2

+ (1 − ρ) E(V 3)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)

E(W 2
ev) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)

E(V ) + λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

2(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

·
(

λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

)

(1 − ρov)2 + λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

)

+ (1 − ρ) E(V 3)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
.

The second moments are rephrased as

E(S2
i ) = 2ωi

μi
, i = ev, ov, v.

Plugging in the second moments, the expected patient length
of visit and the associated variance for each type of patients
can be obtained.

For the preemptive-resume policy

E(Wov) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

)

2(1 − ρov)

E(Wev) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

2(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

E(W 2
ov) =

λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

)
(

(1 − ρ) E(V 2)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S2

ov

)
)

2(1 − ρov)2

+ (1 − ρ) E(V 3)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

)

3(1 − ρov)
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E(W 2
ev) = (1 − ρ) E(V 2)

E(V ) + λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

2(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

·
(

λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

)

(1 − ρov)2 + λ′
ov E

(
S2

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S2

ev

)

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

)

+ (1 − ρ) E(V 3)
E(V ) + λ′

ov E
(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
.

Plugging in the second moments, the expected patient length
of visit and the associated variance for each type of patients
can be calculated.

B. Proof of Proposition 1

From Theorem 1, take the partial derivative of Tov with
respect to βov

∂Tov

∂βov
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λev[ωov + ρev(ωev − ωv)]
μov(1 − ρov)2 ,

non-preemptive policy
λev[ωov − ωvρev]
μov(1 − ρov)2 ,

preemptive-resume policy
λev[ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev]

μov(1 − ρ)2 ,

first come first serve policy.

As one can see, under the first come first serve policy,
(∂Tov/∂βov) > 0 without any condition, since ρev < 1. Under
the non-preemptive policy, (∂Tov/∂βov) > 0 if and only if
ωov + ρev(ωev − ωv) > 0. For the preemptive-resume policy,
(∂Tov/∂βov) > 0 if and only if ωov > ωvρev.

C. Proof of Proposition 2

From Theorem 1, we obtain

∂Tov

∂βev
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λws[βovμevωov−(λ′
ov − βovλev − μov)(ωev − ωv)]

μevμov(1 − ρov)2 ,

non-preemptive policy
λws[βovμevωov + (λ′

ov − βovλev − μov)ωv ]
μevμov(1 − ρov)2 ,

preemptive-resume policy
λws[ωovρov + ωev(1 − ρov)]

μev(1 − ρ)2

+λwsβov[ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev]
μov(1 − ρ)2 ,

first come first serve policy.

Again (∂Tov/∂βev) > 0, unconditionally under the first come
first serve policy. After simple algebraic operations, it can be
shown that under the non-preemptive policy

∂Tov

∂βev
> 0 iff βovμevωov > (μov − λov)(ωv − ωev).

Under the preemptive-resume policy

∂Tov

∂βev
> 0 iff βovμevωov > (μov − λov)ωv .

D. Proof of Proposition 3

From Theorem 1, under the non-preemptive policy, we
obtain

∂Tev

∂βov
= λev(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)2

+ λev(ωov − ωv)

μov(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

+ λev(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

∂Tev

∂βev
= λwsβov(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

+
λws

(
βovωov

μov
+ ωev

μev
− βovωv

μov
− ωv

μev

)

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

+
λws

(
βov
μov

+ 1
μev

)
(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)2 .

Simplifying the above equations, one can show that
(∂Tev/∂βov) > 0 if and only if

ωevρev(2−ρ−ρov)+ωov[1−ρ+ρov(1−ρov)]+ωv(1−ρ)2 > 0

which is satisfied without any condition. In addition,
(∂Tev/∂βev) > 0 if and only if

ρov(1 − ρov)ωov + (1 − ρov)
2ωev

+ βov
μev

μov
[ωevρev(2 − ρ − ρov)

+ ωov[1 − ρ + ρov(1 − ρov)] + ωv(1 − ρ)2] > 0

which is always satisfied as well.
Under the preemptive-resume policy, we have
∂Tev

∂βov
= λev(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)2

+ λev(ωov − ωv)

μov(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
+ ρev

μov(1 − ρov)2

+ λev(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

∂Tev

∂βev
= λwsβov(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

μov(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)

+
λws

(
βovωov

μov
+ ωev

μev
− βovωv

μov
− ωv

μev

)

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

+
λws

(
βov
μov

+ 1
μev

)
(ωovρov + ωevρev + ωv(1 − ρ))

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)2

+ λwsβov

μovμev(1 − ρov)2 .

Comparing with the results under the non-preemptive
policy, an additional term (ρev/μov(1 − ρov)

2) is
added in (∂Tev/∂βov), and an additional term
(λwsβov/μovμev(1 − ρov)

2) is added in (∂Tev/∂βev).
Since both of them are positive, (∂Tev/∂βov) > 0 and
(∂Tev/∂βev) > 0 are satisfied.

Under the first come first serve policy, we have

∂Tev

∂βov
= λev(ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev)

μov(1 − ρ)2 > 0
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∂Tev

∂βev
= λws(ωovρov + ωev(1 − ρov))

μev(1 − ρ)2

+ λwsβov(ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev)

μov(1 − ρ)2 > 0.

E. Proof of Proposition 4

First, consider the non-preemptive policy. Define

Wov = ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov

Nov = ρovωov − ρevωev − (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov

Mov = (1 − ρ)μv E(V 3) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

1 − ρov

and
Var(Wov) = Wov Nov + 1

3
Mov.

The partial derivative of Varov with respect to βi can be
expressed as

∂Varov

∂βi
= ∂Var(Wov)

∂βi

= ∂Wov

∂βi
Nov + Wov

∂ Nov

∂βi
+ 1

3

∂Mov

∂βi
, i = ev, ov.

It can be shown that
∂Wov

∂βov
> 0 iff ωov + ωevρev − ωvρev > 0

∂ Nov

∂βov
> 0 iff ωov − ωevρev + ωvρev > 0

∂Mov

∂βov
> 0 iff μov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

) − ρevμv E(V 3) > 0.

The sufficient conditions are satisfied when all the above-
mentioned inequalities are true.

Next, consider the preemptive-resume policy. Define

Wov = ρovωov + (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov

Nov = ρovωov − (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρov

Mov = (1 − ρ)μv E(V 3) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

)

1 − ρov
.

Similarly, one can show that (∂Wov/∂βov) > 0 implies ωov >
ωvρev, (∂Mov/∂βov) > 0 implies μov E(S3

ov) > ρevμv E(S3
v ),

and (∂ Nov/∂βov) > 0 is always true, since ωov + ωvρev > 0.
Finally, consider the first come first serve policy. Define

W = ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρ

N = ρovωov + ρevωev − (1 − ρ)ωv

1 − ρ

M = (1 − ρ)μv E
(
S3
v

) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

1 − ρ
.

It can be shown that both (∂W/∂βov) > 0 and (∂ N/∂βov) > 0
imply ωov(1−ρev)+ωevρev > 0, and (∂M/∂βov) > 0 implies
μov(1 − ρev)E(S3

ov) + λ′
ev E(S3

ev) > 0, which are always
true.

F. Proof of Proposition 5

First, consider the non-preemptive policy

∂Wov

∂βev
> 0 iff βovωov > (ωv − ωev)

[
βovρev + μov

μev
(1 − ρov)

]

∂ Nov

∂βev
> 0 iff βovωov > (ωev − ωv)

[
βovρev + μov

μev
(1 − ρov)

]

∂Mov

∂βev
> 0 iff βov

[
μov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

) − ρevμv E
(
S3
v

)]

+ (1 − ρov)
μov

μev

[
μev E

(
S3

ev

) − μv E
(
S3
v

)]
> 0.

Plug- in ρev = (λev +βevλws)/μev and ρov = (λov +βov(λev +
βevλws))/μov Then, the sufficient but not necessary conditions
for (∂Varov/∂βev) > 0 are βovμevωov > (μov −λov)|ωv −ωev|
and μev E(S3

ev) ≥ μv E(S3
v ).

Next, consider the preemptive-resume policy

∂Wov

∂βev
> 0 iff βov(ωov − ωvρev) − (1 − ρov)ωv

μov

μev
> 0

∂ Nov

∂βev
> 0 iff βov(ωov + ωvρev) + (1 − ρov)ωv

μov

μev
> 0

∂Mov

∂βev
> 0 iff βov

[
μov E

(
S3

ov

) − ρevμv E
(
S3
v

)]

− (1 − ρov)
μov

μev
μv E

(
S3
v

)
> 0.

The sufficient but not necessary conditions are (∂Wov/∂βev) ≥
0 and (∂Mov/∂βev) ≥ 0, which lead to βovμevωov > (μov −
λov)ωv and βovμovμev E(S3

ov) ≥ (μov − λov)μv E(S3
v ).

Finally, consider the first come first serve policy
∂W

∂βev
> 0 iff μov(ωovρov + ωev(1 − ρov))

+ βovμev[ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev] > 0
∂ N

∂βev
> 0 iff βov(ωov(1 − ρev) + ωevρev)

+ μov

μev
[ωovρov + ωev(1 − ρov)] > 0

∂M

∂βev
> 0 iff λovμov E

(
S3

ov

) + μovμev(1 − ρov)E
(
S3

ev

)

+ μevβov
[
μov(1 − ρev)E

(
S3

ov

) + λev E
(
S3

ev

)]
> 0

which are always true.

G. Proof of Proposition 6

Consider both the non-preemptive and preemptive-resume
policies. Define

Wev = ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)

Nev = ρovωov + ρevωev − (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)
+ 2ρovωov

(1 − ρov)2

Mev = (1 − ρ)μv E
(
S3
v

) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
.

Under the non-preemptive policy

Var(Wev) = Wev Nev + 1

3
Mev
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∂Varev

∂βi
= ∂Var(Wev)

∂βi

= ∂Wev

∂βi
Nev + Wev

∂ Nev

∂βi
+ 1

3

∂Mev

∂βi
, i = ev, ov.

In addition, under the preemptive-resume policy

Aev = 2δev − 1

μ2
ev(1 − ρov)2

∂Varev

∂βi
= ∂Var(Wev)

∂βi
+ ∂ Aev

∂βi
, i = ev, ov.

It follows that:
∂Wev

∂βov
> 0 iff ωov

(
1 − ρ2

ov − ρev
)

+ ωevρev(2 − ρov − ρ) + ωv(1 − ρ)2 > 0
∂ Nev

∂βov
> 0 iff ωov

((
1 − ρ2

ov − ρev
)
(1 − ρov)

+ 2(1 + ρov)(1 − ρ)2)

+ ωevρev(2 − ρov − ρ)(1 − ρov)

− ωv(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov) > 0
∂Mev

∂βov
> 0 iff μov

[
(1 + ρov)(1 − ρev) − 2ρ2

ov

]
E

(
S3

ov

)

+ λev(3 − 2ρ − ρov)E
(
S3

ev

)

+ 2μv(1 − ρ)2 E
(
S3
v

)
> 0.

In addition
∂ Aev

∂βov
= 2ρev(2δev − 1)

μovμev(1 − ρov)3 > 0.

Since all the other conditions are true except for
(∂ Nev/∂βov) > 0, a sufficient but not necessary condition for
(∂Varov/∂βov) > 0 is (∂ Nev/∂βov) ≥ 0. Such a condition can
be rephrased as

ωov((1 − ρ)(1 − ρov) + 2(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)2)

+ 2ωevρev(1 − ρ)(1 − ρov) − ωv(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov) ≥ 0

which again can be further relaxed to

2ωov − ωv ≥ 0.

Moreover, for βev
∂Wev

∂βev
> 0 iff

μov

μev
(1 − ρov)[ρovωov + (1 − ρov)ωev]

+ βov
[
ωov

(
1 − ρ2

ov − ρev
)

+ ωevρev(2 − ρov − ρ) + ωv(1 − ρ)2] > 0
∂ Nev

∂βev
> 0 iff

μov

μev
(1 − ρov)

2[ρovωov + (1 − ρov)ωev]
+ βov

[
ωov

((
1 − ρ2

ov − ρev
)
(1 − ρov)

+ 2(1 + ρov)(1 − ρ)2)

+ ωevρev(2 − ρov − ρ)(1 − ρov)

− ωv(1 − ρ)2(1 − ρov)
]
> 0

∂Mev

∂βev
> 0 iff μov

[
λov(1 − ρov)

+ βovμev
(
(1 + ρov)(1 − ρev) − 2ρ2

ov

)]
E

(
S3

ov

)

+ μev
[
μov(1 − ρov)

2

+ βovλev(3 − 2ρ − ρov)
]
E

(
S3

ev

)

+ 2βovμevμv(1 − ρ)2 E
(
S3
v

)
> 0.

In addition, in the case of the preemptive-resume policy
∂ Aev

∂βev
= 2βovλws(2δev − 1)

μovμ2
ev(1 − ρov)3 > 0.

Again all the other conditions are true except for
(∂ Nev/∂βev) > 0, and a sufficient but not necessary condition
for (∂Varov/∂βev) > 0 is (∂ Nev/∂βev) ≥ 0. Note that such
a condition is the same as the one for (∂ Nev/∂βov) ≥ 0
by adding one more positive term. Thus, the same sufficient
condition applies.

H. Proof of Proposition 7

In the case of the first come first serve policy, since the
waiting time for both the types of patients are the same, using
the results from Propositions 4 and 5, (∂Varev/∂βov) > 0 and
(∂Varev/∂βev) > 0 hold for any choice of parameters.

I. Proof of Proposition 8

First, compare TNon-Preemp and TPreemp

TNon-Preemp − TPreemp = ρovρev(
μov
μev

δev − 1)

(1 − ρov)λ
.

Since μov < μev and cvev < 1, we obtain TNon-Preemp <
TPreemp. Thus, the non-preemptive service system is preferred
compared with the preemptive-resume one.

Next, compare non-preemptive and first come first serve
policies

TNon-Preemp − TFCFS = ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)(1 − ρ)λ

· λ′
ovλ

′
ev

(
1

μov
− 1

μev

)
.

Since μov < μev, we obtain TNon-Preemp > TFCFS. Thus, the
first come first serve policy yields the shortest overall patient
length of visit.

J. Proof of Proposition 9

For the variance of the non-preemptive and preemptive-
resume policies

VarNon-Preemp − VarPreemp

= pov

(
λev E

(
S3

ev

)

3(1 − ρov)
− ρevωev(ρevωev + 2(1 − ρ)ωv)

(1 − ρov)2

)

+ pev

(
1 − 1

(1 − ρov)2

)(
2δev − 1

μ2
ev

)
.

It follows that VarNon-Preemp − VarPreemp < 0 if and only if

3ρov − 6 + μev[12 − 6ρov + 6(1 − ρ)μovωv ]ωev

+ 3λ′
evμovω

2
ev − (1 − ρov)μovμ

2
ev E

(
S3

ev

)
> 0.

Here, we consider the third moment of the e-visit service, and
the condition becomes

E
(
S3

ev

)
<

1

(1 − ρov)μovμ2
ev

(
3ρov − 6

+ μev[12 − 6ρov + 6(1 − ρ)μovωv ]ωev + 3λ′
evμovω

2
ev

)
.
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K. Proof of Corollary 5

When all the service and vacation time distributions are
exponential and μov < μev

Varexp
Non-Preemp − Varexp

Preemp < 0 iff 2(1 − ρ)λ′
ovμev

+ [
(2 − ρov)ρovμev − λ′

ov(2 − ρov − ρ)
]
μv > 0.

Let λ′
ov = aλ′

ev, μov = bμev, and b < 1

(2 − ρov)ρovμev − λ′
ov(1 − ρov + 1 − ρ) > 0 iff

(
− 2a + 2a

b

)
+

(
a − a2

b2 + 2a2

b

)
ρev > 0.

If (a−(a2/b2)+(2a2/b)) ≥ 0, the above equation is satisfied.
If not, the above inequality can be written as

(
2a − 2a

b

)
+

(
− a + a2

b2 − 2a2

b

)
ρev < 0.

Since ρ < 1, which implies 1 − (1 + (a/b))ρev > 0, it leads
to ρev < b/(a + b). Then, we obtain

(
2a − 2a

b

)
+

(
− a + a2

b2 − 2a2

b

)
ρev

< 2

(
a − a

b

)
+

(
− a + a2

b2 − 2a2

b

)
b

a + b

= −a[a + (2 − b)b]
b(a + b)

< 0.

Next, compare VarFCFS and VarNon-Preemp. Define

M = (1 − ρ)μv E(V 3) + λ′
ov E

(
S3

ov

) + λ′
ev E

(
S3

ev

)

N = ρovωov + ρevωev + (1 − ρ)ωv .

Then the difference in variance between the two policies is

Varexp
Non-Preemp − Varexp

FCFS

=
(

pov

1 − ρov
+ pev

(1 − ρov)2(1 − ρ)
− 1

1 − ρ

)
M

3

+
[

pov
ρovωov − ρevωev − (1−ρ)ωv

(1−ρov)2

+pev

(
ρovωov + ρevωev − (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρov)2(1−ρ)2 + 2ρovωov

(1−ρov)3(1−ρ)

)

−ρovωov + ρevωev − (1 − ρ)ωv

(1 − ρ)2

]
N.
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